Selecting an Artist’s Work

Daniel Roberts

The following list provides some information about Daniel Roberts:

- sketches of famous athletes
- black-and-white drawings
- work featured in major newspapers
- brings professional basketball players to openings
- received “Best New Artist” award
- profits donated to youth program
- drinks alcohol at show openings

Helen Jones

The following list provides some information about Helen Jones:

- large wall-sized paintings
- oil paintings of exotic flowers
- work featured in hotels nationwide
- TV station will film event
- degree in art theory
- artist’s studio close to gallery
- doesn’t like to sell paintings
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### John Richards

The following list provides some information about John Richards:

- draws cartoon characters
- bright and colorful pencil drawings
- illustrated popular children’s book
- book author will attend show
- teaches art history in university
- will sign drawings for buyers
- has unpredictable behavior

### Linda Taylor

The following list provides some information about Linda Taylor:

- small metal sculptures and jewelry
- interesting abstract forms
- recently won international art competition
- fashion designers and models will attend
- learned to sculpt from her grandmother
- jewelry popular with movie stars
- refuses to attend the opening
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